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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of correlated

dimensions and differential ability on oi,e dimension on parameter estimation

when using a two-dimensional IRT model. Past research has shown the

inadequacies of unidimensional analyse: of multidimensional item response

data. However, few studies have reported mu' iimEnsional analysis of

multidimensional data and, in those which used simulated data, results were

usually based on one replication

Multidimensional analysis of simulated two-dimensional item response

data fitting the M2PL model of Reckase (1985a, 1985b, 1986) was done using the

analysis program, MIRTE (Carlson, 1987)

Six data sets (2000 ability vectors by 104 items) were generated to satisfy

two conditions of the distributions of the ability dimensions and three different

degrees of correlation between the two abilities The six data sets (2

distributions x 3 correlations) and analyses were replicated 100 times each

Summary statistics on the 100 replications were used to assess the effects of

degree of correlation between ability dimensions and differential ability on the

second dimension

With the exception of the discrimination parameter on the second

dimension and the multidimensional discrimination parameter, ability and item

parameters were adequately recovered in the data sets in which both abilities

were normally distributed over the full range In the data sets with a restricted

range of ability on the second dimension, recovery or the ability and item

parameters was adversely affected. As the correlation between the dimensions

increased and there was less ability on the second dimension, the dimensions

appeared to become less distinguishable The latent space seemed to be
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collapsing into 3. more unidimensiorial space when the ability dimensions were

ccrrelated 0.50

Results indicate that MIRTE recovers the structure of a multidimensional

correlated space better than previous estimation programs have acne, especially

in the cases in which the items were multidimensional in themselves Because

of the limitations imposed on any single piece of research in terms of research

design, some alternative situations need to be studied There remains further

investigation to be done on the accuracy of estimation procedures when there is

inclusion of a guessing parameter as well as with different latent space

structures bath in terms of populat.3n and items
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Theoretical Framework

The original Item Response Theory (IRT) models were based on the

assumption of unidimensionality (i e , only one ability was required to correctly

respona to all the items). When more than one ability accounts for test

performance, the test is multidimensional and a Multidimensional Item Response

Theory (MIRT) model is required to accurately fit the data

Consider the situation in which items for a test are designed to measure

one ability (e g., mathematics) but require some amount of a second ability (e g ,

verbal) in order to respond correctly This second, required ability could be

more crucial to success for some examinees than others. Students of English as

a Second Language (ESL) may have sufficient mathematics ability but lack the

required amount of verbal ability in order to make a correct response This

could be described as a situation in which mathematics ability is distributed

normally over a full range but verbal ability is distributed normally with a

lower mean over a narrower range It is reasonable to assume the two abilities

are correlated to some extent What happens to ability estimates for the ESL

students if a MIRT model .: used to fit their responses? How are the ability

estimates affected by degree of correlation between the abilities?

Several authors (e g , Ackerman, 1987, Ansley & Forsyth, 1985, Bogan &

Yen, 1983, Dorans & Kingston, 1985, Drasgow & Parsons, 1983, McCauley &

Mendoza, 1985, McKinley & Reckase, 1984, Reckase, 1979, 1985b, Reckase,

Carlson, Ackerman, & Spray, 1986) have considered the effects of anal'zing

known multidimensional data with a unidimensional item response model. The

resulting estimates in most cases were not acceptable unless there was clearly

one dominant dimension Ansley and Forsyth (1985) reported that the

unidimensional ability estimates were most highly related to the average of the

multidimensional abilities In the hypothetical educational situation described
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above, this would be unacceptable if students with high mathematics ability but

low vtital ability were penalized in placement or selection procedures Reckase

et at (1986) found that tht: unidimensional ability estimates establisred from

multidimensional data had different interpretations at different points on the

unidimensional ability scale By and large, the - esulting unidimensional

estimates from multidimensional data have been difficult to interpret and have

not reflected well the original characteristics of the data

In spite of findini,s that unidimensional models are not often robust to

multidimensionality, few researchers have made use of multidimensional

models to analyze multidimensional data There are good reasons for this

Although MIRT models are being developed and tested, they are more complex

than their unidimensional counterparts Analysis of multidimensional data

with multidimensional programs is expensive in terms of computer time. Few

multidimensional analysis programs exist and none has undergone exhaustive

testing. Only two programs have been readily available (1) TESTFACT (Wilson,

Wood, & Gibbons, 1984), and 2) MAXLOG (McKinley & Reckase, 1983b)

TESTFACT has been deemed inappropriate by some researchers because it uses a

linear factor analytic procedure to describe the non-linear IRT relationship, a

particularly contentious procedure with multidimensional data (Ansley, :984,

Lord, 1980, McDonald & Ahlawat, 1974, R L McKinley, personal

communication, November 13, 1986) MAXLOG was written to provide

parameter estimates for uncorrelated abilities Results of pilot testing of a third

multidimensional analysis program, MIRTE (Carlson, 1987), indicate that it

estimates item parameters and abilities more efficiently and more accurately

than MAXLOG and it can accommcuate data from correlated dimensions. The

program is designed to analyze data which fit the multidimensional two-
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parameter logistic (M2PL) model (McKinley & Reckase, 1983a, Reckase, 1985b,

1986).

In a test requiring two ability dimensions, if a group of examinees had a

normal distribution over the full range of the primary ability but a narrower

range and lower mean on the seccndary ability, how would this affect

parameter estimates') McCauley and Mendoza (1985), in a study of

identification of item bias, generated data for items which required a s2condary

ability on which two groups of examinees differed in mean level However, the

data were generated to conform to a specific factor structure and the analysis

was done using a unidimensional model. Their results indicated that

differential ability affected the es.tirriates of difficulty moreso than

discrimination. The results are not generalizable to multidimensional analysis

of multidimensional data.

It is unreasonable to assume abilities are uncorrelated for most

achievement tests. McKinley and Reckase (1984) considered the effects of

analyzing data generated for correlated dimensions using MAXLOG The ability

and item estimates were confounded in the results of the data analysis.

However, when the underlying abilities were correlated and a unidimensional

analysis was used, again both unidimensional ability anu item parameter

estimates were affected (McKinley & Reckase, 1984)

Researchers who have used multidimensional analysis (e.g , McKinley,

1983; McKinley & Reckase, 1983a, 1983b, 1984, Muraki & Englehard, 1985) have

indicated that a multidimensional model more aciequately describes both real

and simulated multidimensional data than does a unidimensional model

However, in most cases, the simulation studies have been based on no

replications so that stability of estimates is difficult to determine There is a

need to know how consistently these estimates are recovered The effects of
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both correlated abilities and differential secondary ability on parameter

estimation need to be evaluated in a comprehensive, systematic manner

Purpose of She Study

The purpose of this study was to determine the adequacy of

multidimensional ability and item parameter estimates using a MIRT analysis

Specifically :tree questions were to be addressed

(1) What is the effect of correlated ability dimensions on parameter

estimation for a two-parameter, two-dimensional IRT model?

(2) What is the effect of differential ability on the secondary ability on

parameter estimation for the same model?

(3) Are tne effects of correlated dimensions similar over the two

distributions'?

Methodology

A Monte Carlo study was chosen to answer the research questions.

Model Description

The data for the study were generated to fit the multidimensional two-

parameter logistic (M2PL) model (McKinley & Reckase, 1983a) which was

updated by Reckase (1985a, 1985b, 1986). A description of the updated version

follows

The mathematical formlAia is given by Equation (1)

Pi = P(Xii = 1 I ili, di, 2.j) -

exp (ai'lj + di)

I + exp (Aili + di)

(i = 1, 2 n; j = 1, 2 N)

6
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where Po is the probability of a correct response to item i by examinee j, Aij is

the response (1 = correct, 0 = incorrect) of examinee i on item i, .a,i is a vector of

m discrimination parameters, di is a parameter representLng the difficulty of

item i, Di is a vector of m ability parameters for individual j, N is the number of

examinees, n is the number of items, and m is the number of dimensions

This model is compensatory in that it allows high proficiency on one

dimension to compensate for lo.ii, proficiency on other dimensions in arriving at

a correct response to a test item

Reckase (1986) defined a multidimensional discrimination parameter for

item i to be

m 05
MDISCI [ 2 (aik)2 ]

k=1
(2)

This parameter is related to the item characteristic curve on the

multidimensional item response surface above the line through the origin of the

ability space and to the point of maximum information and is therefore

analogous to the unidimensional discrimination parameter (Carlson, 1987)

Reckase (1985b) also defined a multidimensional item difficulty

parameter, MDIF1, such that
m 05

MDIFI = -d1 / [ 2 (aik)2]
k=1

(3)

= -di / MDISCI

This parameter represents the distance between the origin of the m-

dimensional ability space and the point in the space where the item information
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is a maximum The line joining this point to the origin is at an angle of ail( to

the kth ability dimension where

m 05
7cos ail( = aik / { (a

1
02}

k=1
(4)

ELUIATIDeICI19AISILI

The program used to analyze the two-dimensional data was MIRTE

(Carlson, 1987) While a version now exists to pro ride estimates of item and

ability parameters for a M3PL model, the version of the program used estimated

parameters for the M2PL model As well as estimation of abilities, item

discriminations, and item difficulty, MIRTE provides estimates of standard

errors for each of these parameter estimates Estimates of the multidimensional

item difficulty and d,scrimination are also provided The method of estimation

used is a variation of the joint maximum likelihood procedure using a modified

Newton-Raphson iteration technique and the algorithm used is similar to that

used in the unidimensional analysis program, LOGIST (Wingersky, Barton, &

Lord, 1982). The MIRTE (version 2 00) used in this study was found to estimate

parameters when dimensions were correlated better than MAXLOG (J E

Carlson, personal communication, December, 1987) While MIRTE has been used

in one recent study (Ackerman, 1987) to estimate item parameters, the author

did not investigate questions considered in this study

Data Description

Six different data sets were used The first three sets (Al, AZ, A3)

represented cz...)es in which both underlying abilities (e1 and e2) were normally

distributed with mean 0, standard deviation 1 The difference among the three

sets was the degree of correlation between the abilities, namely 0 00, 0 25, and

8
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0 50 In the second group of data set., ,B I , B2, B3) the first ability was normally

distributed (mean 0, standard deviation 1) but the second ability had a lower

mean and standard deviation (-I and 0 67 respectively) Again, there were the

same three degrees of correlation between the two abilities

The simulated test consisted of 104 items, 26 items requiring only the

first ability, 52 items requiring predominantly the first ability, and 26 items

requiring equal amounts of both abilities A listing of the item parameters is

provided in table 1 Thirteen values of MDIF (ranging from -3 to +3 at intervals

of 0 5) and two values of MDISC (2 00, 1 70) were chosen in order to cover the

range of difficulties and to simulate realistic d.scrimination conditions in which

the items were designed to discriminate well on the first ability To meet the

requirement that the items discriminate well on the first ability, four values of

the angle, a-11, (0°, 15°, 30°, 45'), were chosen The discrimination indices, al

and az (one for each dimension), were then generated to fit the corresponding d

and MDISC The correlations between the original item parameters were p(d,a1)

= 0 004; p(d,a2) = -0 004, piai,az, = -0 738; and p(MDIF,MDISC) = -0 002. Because

of the dependency of a i and az, there is a larger correlation between these

parameters. The same item parameters were used for each of the six data sets.

Procedure

The FORTRAN program M2PLGEN (Ackerman, 1985) was used to generate

2000 ability vectors (e1,e2) satisfying the distributions of e, and 87 for Data Set

Al. M2PLGEN uses a random seed and the IMSL (1979) subroutine VGNSM to

generate random abilities These ability vectors and the item parameters (al,

an, d) were then used to generat? response vectors (Os and Is) for each of the

2000 simulees to each of the 104 items according to the M2PL model

9
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Table 1. (cont.) True Item Parnmetero for the 104 Remo

(xi 1 MDIFI di :tem MDISC al i ail Item MDISC aii ail

45° -1.0 2 48 2.00 1.414 1.414 Inc) 1 70 1.202 1.202
45° -1.5 3 49 2 00 1 414 1 414 101 1 70 1 202 1.202
45' -2.0 4 50 2 00 1 414 1.414 102 1 70 1 202 1 202
45° -2.5 5 SI 2 00 1 414 1 414 103 1 70 1 202 ! 202
45° -3.0 6 52 Z 00 14 1.414 104 1 70 1.202 1 202

The 2000 x 104 matrix of response vectors was analyzed using MIRTE to

provide estimates of 81, 02, a 1, a2, d, MDIF, MDISC, citi, and oc2. These results

were filed, the random seed was incremented by two and the process was

repeated. For Data Set Al there were 100 replications. Summary statistics

were calculated on the 100 replications.

This procedure was repeated for the other five data set conditions. The

same initial item parameter estimates for al and a2 were used for every

,eplication in order to provide better control '.n the design. Finally, summary

results from the six data sets were compared.

Each job of 100 replications required approximately 45,000 to 50,000 CPU

seconds. The Jobs were run in ' h on an Amdahl 5880 processor with 64

megabytes cf main memory. The VM /HPO operating system was in use.

Results an 1 Discussion

The purpose of this research was to determine the effects of correlated

abilities and differential ability on one dimension on parameter estimation given

a two-dimensional, two-parameter logisti: item response model. First it should

be determined if suitable ability data were generated to model the conditions

specified. "hen it needs to be determined wnether MIRTE adequately estimated

the parameters from the analysis of the response vectors generated. Results are

111
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discussed in Part 1 or Data Sets Al, A2 and A3, in Part 2 for Data Sets B1, B2

and B3 and in Part 3 for comparisons made among the A and B data sets The

statistics given in this section are the mean values of the corresponding

statistics determined for each of the 100 replications in each data set

Part 1

Generation of (el.822 The ability data in all three data sets were

generated to fit the specifications stated. The correlation between 81 and 82 for

data generated over the 100 replications was recovered as -0 001 for Data Set

Al, 0.251 for AZ, and 0.500 for A3. The means for 81 and 02 were in the range

0 002 to -0.004 and standard deviations were within 1± 0 003 There was very

small variance (less than 0 0005) for these means and standard deviations in all

data sets There were no replications in which the ability data were not

satisfactorily generated

In keepii.g with the findings of Greaud (1988), the mean raw score

appeared to be unaffected by changes in degree of correlation between the

ability dimensions (Ali raw score means were approximately 52 )

Recovery of Ability Parameters In each of the three data sets over the
A A

100 replications, 81 and 82 had means of 0.00 and standard deviations of 1 00

The standard deviation of the mean was less than 0 001 for all -lata sets The

recovery of these statistics is not particularly meaningful as a measure of

accuracy in these cases because the MIRTE program rescales the theta estimates

to mean 0, standard deviation 1 after each iteration in order to prevent drifting

of the estimates.

In the data analysis, the program doesn't always identify dimensions one

and two correctly In order to avoid confusing the dimensions during the 100

replications, a check was made during each data analysis on the first thirteen

item discrimination parameter estimates (nese items were pure on ei ) If the

12
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sum of the first thirteen al estimates was less than the sum of the first

thirteen az estimates, the estimations for the dimensions were flipped.

The mean average absolute deviation of gi from the true 61 (AAD(61))

ranged from 0.446 to 0.459 (see Table 2) (Note that the tables appearing in the

text contain results for all six data sets in order to save space and so that

comparisons can be seen more readily ) Increasing 0(61,62) did not appear to

affect this. The mean average absolute deviation of g2 (AAD(92)) ranged from

0.544 to 0 412 and seemed to be more affected by the correlation between the

abilities. As p(61,62) increased, the AAD(82) decreased. This is probably

because of the compensatory nature of the M2PL model. There was very little

variance over replications in these AADs (0.001 for 91, 0.002 for 82) so that the

thetas appear to have been recovered consistently across the three data sets.

Table 2. Mean Values of Statistics for Estimated Thetas (over 100 replications)

Data
Set 0(31,02) AAD(gi) AAD(82) 41,62) r(61,91) r(67,62) r(81,662) r(e2,151)

Al 0.00 0 447 0 544 0,062 0 842 0 764 0 505 -0 295
AZ 0 25 0 446 0 470 0 179 0 842 0 824 0.603 -0 050
A3 0 50 0 459 0 412 0 282 0 831 0 865 0.699 0 209
B1 0 00 0 463 0 856 0 147 0 773 0.517 0 662 -0 170
B2 0 25 0 544 1 079 0 201 0 765 0 623 0 713 0 052
B3 0 50 0 566 1.047 0 218 0 744 0 721 0 755 0 247

The relationship between the ability parameter ei and its estimate was

adequately recovered as r(81,61) was greater than 0.83 for all three data sets

In Data Set A3, 02 appeared to be recovered better than ei in spite of the fact

that few items were measuring the 82-space. This was also supported by the

decreasing AAD(62) as the correlation between the ability dimensions increased.

As 0(81,82) increased, 81 was less well recovered but 62 was better recovered.

This was supported by the mean correlation between 62 and 91. As p(ei .62)

13
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increased. 82 became moz highly correlated with e2 Table 2) In all three data

sets, 92 was recovered fairly well according to r(82.6-)

The mean standard error of the thetas (as calculated by MIRTE) was

approximately 0.259, almost half .he size of the AADs The variance in these

mean standard errors wos very small although the standard errors were more

spread out as the correlation between the dimensions increased

The correlation between the ability dimensions was not well recovered

As p(e1,02) increased, MIRTE tended to produce ability estimates which were

less correlated than the generates, abilities. The difference between p(81 ,e2) and

rt,91,f3s.2) increased as p(ei.t) increased. This result agrees with that reported

by Carlson (1987).

Recovery oi Item Parameters In the maximum likelihood estimation

procedures used in MIRTE, ability estimates are used to improve item parameter

estimate! and vice versa Hence, the final estimates are affected by each other

As p(81,82) increased, what happened to the item parameter estimates?

Statistics on the item difficulty parameters are summarized in Table 3

In all three data sets, r(d,t1) = C 997 indicating good recovery of the relationship

between the item difficulty parameter and estimate. As p(01,02' increased. the

mean and standard deviation cf d were increasingly overestimated but remained

close to the original parameter sz.atistics The AAD(a) increased slightly as the

correlation between the abilv-r dip.onsions increased indicating that d was being

less well recovered. However, tile standard error of d decreased as x(81.82:

increased. The mean and standard deviation of the multidimensional difficulty

parameter, MDIF, were recovered well although here again MDIF was less well

recovered as p(81,02) increased MDIF is a function of the discrimination

parameters and its estimate is therefore affected by the estimates of the al

parameters



Table

Data
Set

3. Summary of Mean Statistic for Item DifficuLty :over 1Q0

d s(d) se(d) AAD(d) MDIF s(MISIF) r(d,d) r(MDIF,MDIF)

True 0.009 3.771 -0 005 2.058
Al 0.009 3.929 0 112 0 224 0 006 2 079 0 997 0 995
A2 0 010 3 936 0 109 0 228 0 005 2 028 0 997 0 994
A3 0.030 3.936 0 106 0 232 0 012 1.999 0 997 0 991
B1 -0.726 3.995 0,137 0 811 0 460 2 535 0 984 0 958
B2 -0.734 4.001 0.132 0 327 0,434 2 459 0 982 0 956
B3 -0.716 4 044 0 123 0 834 0 397 2 247 0 982 0 969

s standard deviation; se standard error from MIRTE program

Discrimination parameter estimates have been reported to be affected

more by multidimensional data This result was also evident in this study. The

mean of al was lower than the true mean and the standard deviation was

higi"--,r than the true standard deviation for all three data sets (see Table 4).
A

The mean of a2 was much higher than the true mean of 0 678 In fact the mean

of a2 was higher than the mean estimates of al and approached the true mean

of al as p(e1,82) increased. Both means increased slightly as p(81,62) increased

The standard deviation of S2 was higher than the true standard deviation but

there was not as large a difference here as with Si Standard errors of

estimation of Si and S2 were approximately 0 09 but the AADs were much

larger, particularly for a2 As the correlation between the two ability

dimensions increased, the AAIA2) increased slightly indicating a2 was being

less well recovered The AAD(iii) was approximately 0 5 for all three data sets

The standard errors of both the discrimination parameter estimates were

similar in size but se(a2) se(S41).

The multidimensional discrimination parameter, MDISC, was recovered

with a higher mean and higher standard deviation in all three data sets There

appears to be a rotational indeterminacy in the recovery of the discrimination
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parameters and a tendency to spread the discrimination parameter estimate

over the entire space even though they originally did not cover the entire space

Table 4. Summary of Mean Statistics for Item Discrimination (over 100 replrations)

Data
Set

Aal 41) se(g1) AAD(:i'l) a2 s(az) se(az) AAD(S2) MDISC s(MDISC) ;',1

True 1 637 0 251 0 678 0 496 1 850 0 151 22 50
Al 1 195 0 569 0 099 0 500 1 379 0 512 0 096 0 707 1 957 0 288 49 07
A2 1 201 0 528 0 095 0 486 1 448 0 582 0.094 0.775 2 013 0 319 49 40
A3 1 202 0.502 0 093 0 490 1 510 0 628 0 093 0 836 2 057 0 381 49 98
B1 1 076 0.551 0.119 0 623 1 228 0 449 0 112 0 653 1 736 0 398 49 09
B2 1 094 0.557 0 138 0 620 1 298 0 501 0 108 0 708 1 803 0 449 49 76
B3 1 139 0 599 0 134 0 624 1 408 0 534 0 103 0.791 1 922 0 495 50 94

s - standard deviation, se - standard error from MIRTE program

This was supported by the statistics on the angle estimates, x1 and ci.2.

Originally al had a mean of 22 50° This was recovered in all data sets at over

49° Similarly, a.2, whose original mean was 67.50°, was recovered in all data

sets at just over 40° The original standard deviation of 16.85° increased for the

estimates to approximately 20° There seemed to be an attempt to cover the

entire 6162 -space in estimation of parameters related to discrimination

Estimates of al and ci.2 ranged from very close to 0° to almost 90°

Correlation coefficients again were used to determine adequacy of the

parameter recovery (Table 5). In all cases, al correlated more highly with lai

than with a2. Similarly, az correlated more highly with a, than it did with S'i

As well, a2 correlated higher with 12 than a1 did with Sz The anomaly in the

correlations was that al correlated less highly with thanthan a, did with Si As

the discrimination parameter estimates appear to be dispersed across the 6162

space, this may account for the apparent better recovery of az than or al That

the standard deviation of a2 was twice as large as that of al may also account

for the higher correlations of both andand Sz with az The greater variability in

16



az would allow for higher correlations. The AAD(.42) did not support the

conclusion that a2 was better recovered than al

The correlation between II and ie.32 was slightly stronger than the true

parameter correlation of -0 738 except in the Data Set A3 where it was slightly

smaller. The multidimensional discrimination parameter, MDISC, did not

co, relate as highly with its estimate This correlation was highest (0.600) when

the ability dimensions were uncorrelated and decreased as the correlation

between the abilities increased

Table 5. Mean Correlations for Item Discrimination Values (over 100 replications)

Data
Set

Ar(ai,a1) A
r(a2,a2)

A Ar(al,a2) r(ai,12) r(a2;:ii) r(MDISC,MDISC)
A

r(o.i ,ot 1)

Al 0.834 0.893 -0 765 -0.572 -0.865 0 600 0 943
A2 0 818 0 899 -0 769 -0.587 -0.830 0.565 0 933
A3 0.760 0 895 -0 735 -0 587 -0 747 0 502 0 907
Ell 0.530 0 523 -0 428 -0 309 -0.543 0 296 0 630
B2 0 460 0 511 -0 401 -0 306 -0 455 0.269 0 586
B3 0 431 0 514 -0 459 -0 285 -0 403 0 285 0 564

Carlson (1987) reported that estimates of the discrimination parameters

are sensitive to the distribution of the discrimination parameters in the

generated data, The al parameters were not distributed over the entire latent

space. This restricted then the recovery of these parameters which, in turn,

affected the recovery of the ability and difficultparameters That the items of

the simulated test did not cover the entire latent sellAce and the variability in a,

was so much greater than in al would both affect recovery of parameters in a

detrimental way.

Part 2

Generation of (81,/22: Again the ability data in the three B data sets were

generated to fit the specifications stated. The correlation between el and e, for
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data generated over the 100 replications was recovered as -0 001 for Data Set

Bl, 0.251 for B2, and 0 499 for B3 The means for el were in the range of -0 002

to -0.004 with a standard deviation range of 1 000 to 1 NI for 81 the means

were in the range -0 999 to -1 001 with a standard deviation range of 0 669 to

0.671 Again there was very small variance (less than 0 0005) for these means

and standard deviations in all data sets There were no replications in which

the ability data were not satisfactorily generated

The raw score on the test was affected by the differentiated ability on 02.

The raw score means were about 5 points lower at approximately 47 Increasing

the correlation between the ability dimensions did not appear to affect the raw

score mean.

Recovery of_AbilitY Parameters In each of the three data sets over the

100 replications, el and 02 had means of 0 00 and standard deviations of 1.00.

As the MIRTE program rescales the theta estimates to mean 0, standard

deviation 1 after each iteration, these estimates cannot be meaningfully

compared to the means and standard deviations of the generated parameters

The AAD(81) ranged from 0 463 to 0 566 (see Table 2 above) As p(81,82)

increased, AAD(61) increased. The values of AAD(62) ranged from 0 856 to 1 047

and changes in p(ei,e2) didn't produce predictable changes in this statistic. The
A

rescaling of 02 is reflected in the values of AAD(87) The variance in these

statistics over the replications was very small as in the A data sets The mean

standard error of the theta estimates in the B data sets was C 287, larger than

that in the A data sets.

The recovery of the relationship between the parameter and its estimates

was not as high as in the A data sets for either 81 or 02 The relationship

between el and its estimate was greater than 0.74, between 82 and its estimate

greater than 0 52 (see Table 2 above) As p(81,82) increased, the 41,62) also
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increased. Increasing the correlation between the dimensions had the same

effect in the B data sets as in the A data sets, i e , el appeared to be less well

recovered and the recovery of 82 improved.

The correlation between the ability dimensions was not well recovered

As in the A data sets, MIRTE produced ability estimates which were lone

correlated than the generated abilities when p(81,82) g 0,

Neither 91 nor 82 was iecovered as well in the B data sets as in the A

data sets. It seemed to be more difficult for the program to distinguish between

the dimensions and there was a greater tendency to collapse the space.

Recovery of Item Parameters Statistics on the item difficulty parameters

are provided in Table 3 (above) Both d and MDIF were less well recovered in

the B data sets than in the corresponding A data sets. The rescaling of 82 to

mean 0, standard deviation 1 in the MIRTE program made the estimates of the

theta vectors for the "sample" in the B data sets appear more able than the

original theta vectors would indicate This resulted in the items appearing to be
A

more difficult than they were Th re were larger standard errors for d and

larger standard deviations for a and MDIF than in the A data sets. As p(81,82)

increased, se(a) decreased but AAD(d) increased The AAD(ti) were much larger

than in the A data sets. The mean of MDIF was greatly overestimated

However, the recovery of the relationship between the parameter and its

estimate remained high. The correlation r(d,d) > 0.98 and r(MDIF,MBIF) > 0 95

and there was little change in these correlations as p(81,82) increased.

The estimates of the discrimination parameters were similar to those for

the A data sets (Table 4 above). The parameter al was underestimated, a2 was

overestimated, and the mean estimate of a2 was always larger than that of al

The se(d2) < se(a 1) but se(;'2) decreased as p(81,e2) increased and se(.1)

increased. As p(81,02) increased, the means of both II and 12 increased and the
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standard deviations both Increased There were laier AA1-2.1 than in the A

data sets but smaller Whi:s the st atist:es fox 'he liscrimination

parameters were more simi:ar in tne A and B data sets than those or the ab,iity

or difficulty parameters, they were also more distorted in that tne estimates

were less like the true va:ues in all :aces

The parameter MDISC was eYerestimated only in the B3 data set The

mean of this parameter was better :-e_.;vered as otei,e2) increased but the

standard deviation was increasingly :verestimated and was not as well

recovered as in the A data sets Resu.ts for the angle recovery were similar to

those found in the A data sets There again seemed to be an attempt to cover

the entire space in estimation or parameters related to discrimination.

Correlation coefficients were awed see Table 5 above] to determine

adequacy of the parameter :-ec:Yery The sorrelation between 1! and 12. was

greatly reduced but changes i.ez; not have an affect on this The

correlations between the pal meter an,1 its estimate -were much lower than in

the corresponding A data :r tc.-.h a; and The :slationship between

multidimensional discrimination paratte.ter :vIDISC and :s estimate was also

reduced Differentiated abi:,i ..91 did affect recovery cf the discrimination

parameters

interaction Effects of Correlated and a Differentiated Ability

There were four possible interaction effects, the first in the recovery of o(ei.62,

There was an interaction bet-xeen correlation of abilities and differentiated

ability on 62 on the estimated correlaticin of abilities Fc: the B data sets, there

was little effect of correlated abilities For the A data sets, much steeper slopes
A

resulted when 031,82) was plotted against p(ei,es) 'Figure l Thee was a

poorer recovery of p(ei,ez; in the B data sets with the exception of 52. The
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difference in r(g1,g2) was 71rna11 between data set A2 and B2 and perhaps is not

as meaningful. Indeed this may not be a true interaction even though the lines

cross as the B data sets consistently appear to recover o(e1,e2) less well. The

slightly better recovery of the p(e i,e2) of J 25 may in fact be an artifact of a

regression line showing no relationship and consistently estimating correlation

close to 0.25 regardless of the true correlation. One would expect p(ei ,e2) to be

better recovered in the full distribution of el at any level of correlation.

3.00e-1

2 00e-1

tit

1 00e-1

1 36e-20
00 01 02 03 04 05 06

ge 1 ,e2)

0A Data Sets
4-B Data Sets

Figure 1. The relationship between p(e1,e7) and r(61:62) for the six data
sets.

A second interaction occurred between correlation of abilities and

differentiated ability on the correlation of each ability estimate with its

parameter. As p(131,02) increased, r(e1,81) decreased while r(e2,62) increased.

Increased p(e1,e2) had more adverse affects on r(e1,641) than r(e2,62) The 642

appeared to depend more on el ability (i.e., r(e1,62) increased as p(ei ,e2)

increased and was larger in the B data sets '' in the A data sets) This was

not the case with g1 which did not seem to depend on e2 in either A or B data
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sets The 01612-space would appear to be collapsing The distribution of the

discrimination paramete: s may be contributing to this result as much as

differentiated ability and correlation between abilities

A third interaction was found as se(ii) and s(gi) were affected by

correlation of abilities and differentiated ability on e,. As p(81,82) increased,

the s(21) decreased in the A data sets but increased in the B data sets, whereas

s(12) increased in both the A and B data sets In the A data sets, the se(21)

decreased as p(81,82) increased but increased in the B data sets. The se(a2)

decreased as p(81,e2) increased in both A and B data sets. Increasing the degree

of correlation between abilities and a differentiated 82 ability combine to give

poorer recovery of al While it would be expected that the recovery may

deteriorate in B data sets, :t was not expected that increasing p(e1,82) would

cause further deterioration As the abilities became more correlated, more

information is being used to estimate the second dimension (.,:,e(12) < se(21) and

se(a2) decreases as p(e1,e2) increases) As well, the AAD(21) both increased as

correlation increased These results might be related to the recovery of the

mean of a2 as being larger than the mean of al and to the possible collapsing of

the space. Clearly, the B samples didn't cover the ability space adequately The

resealing of the 82 may be contributing to this interaction

A fourth interaction was found between the correlation of abilities and

differentiated ability on 82 affecting the mean of MDIF Surprisingly, in the A

data sets,sets, as p(el.%) increased, MDIF changed very little. In the B data sets, as

p(e1,02) increased, MDIF decreased (the items appear to be getting easier) This

was as expected. Since MDIF is a function of d and MDISC, and a: (a part of

MDISC) was better estimated in the B data sets, this may explain why MDIF

became smaller (indicating easier items) but I did not change A differentiated



11 1

ability on 02 affected the size of the difficulty means mores° than the degree of

correlation.

Conclusions

This research study was designed to determine how well

multidimensional IRT ability and item para eters would be estimated under

certain specified conditions The conditions were different degrees of correlation

between the two ability dimensions and a differentiated ability on a second

dimension.

The results of the research indicated that as the ability dimensions

became more correlated, there was a tendency for the two-dimensional ability

space to collapse. MIRTE tended to underestimate the degree of correlation

between the ability dimensions but did not force orthogonality on the

dimensions Of the item parameters, the difficulty parameter was recovered

most successfully As the ability dimensions became more highly correlated, the

discrimination parameter estimate for the predominant dimension (a1) was

underestimated while discrimination on the second dimension (a2) was

overestimated. The discrimination parameters in general were not well

recovered. Increasing the correlation between the ability dimensions tended to

result in even poorer recovery of the discrimination parameters. For correlated

dimensions the effects of item structure and ability structure were compounded

as found by McKinley and Reckase (1984). The discrimination parameters did

not cover the latent space adequately In the recovery there was a tendency to

spread the discrimination parameters over the entire latent space. This also

occurred with the ability estimates and would indicate some rotational

indeterminacy in the recovery of the multidimensional correlated latent space.



Rest! ICtiOn5 on tne second ability dimension resulted in poorer estimation

for parameters of both ability dimensions The differentiated ability on 82

appeared to cause a large shift in the estimates of d, underestimating the mean

but retaining the internal structure of the item difficulties The restrictions on

the second ability dimension made the recovery of the discrimination

parameters much worse than in the A data sets. The resealing of the 82

estimates clearly affected the parameter recovery for the B data sets,

particularly item difficulty

Four interaction effects of correlation of abilities and a differentiated

ability on 82 were noted The correlation of abilities and differentiated ability

on e2 affected recovery of p(e1,e2), recovery of the r(e1,61), the discrimination

parameters (in s(ai), se(al), and AAD(ad), and the mean of the estimate of MDIF.
A

The resealing of 82 and the poor coverage of the ability space and the item space

partially explained these effects

As for the analogy of the ESL stu '.ents, would those students be penalized

in placement based on the results of this test? Clearly their raw scores on Zhe

tests were lower As the ability dimensions became more correlated, the raw

score for these students improved only slightly McKinley and Reckase (1984)

reported that pc81,82) was an important factor in the latent ability structure

In terms of the recovery of the primary ability dimension, ei, the ESL students

portrayed in the B data sets would have poorer recovery of this dimension as

indicated by r(81,81) and AAD(61). If the M2PL model were chosen to represent

the response data and MIRTE were used to analyze the data these students

would probably be penalized if their el estimates were used to determine

placement. However, because of the resealing, the question of how the ability

estimates of the ESL students are affected cannot really be determined. If the A



and B data sets had been pooled together, it would have mirrored a more

realistic educatioaa: situation

There are three issues of concern identified in this research the

problems caused by the resealing of the 6, estimates, the recovery of the tw--

dimensional space, and the dimensionality of the items

The rescaling of the e2 estimates in the B data sets affected estimates of

difficulty as well as estimates of thetas and discriminations. The estimates bf

,Weans of d and MDIF were adversely affected in the B data sets However,

correlations between the parameters anc: zhe corresponding estimates were good.

The estimates . the mean of az improved in the B data sets It cannot be

determined from the results reported here the extent of the effects of rescaling

but it appears that the resealing problem affects all parameter estimates

somewhat.

The recovery of the structure of the ability space is also a co Acern.

There was a tendency for the space to coll:pse as the abilities became more

correlated. This may relate to a rotational indeterminacy in the recovery of the

abilities. in the initial research design, some item,. ?ure on tri? second

dimension were included in order to anchor the abilities in an attempt to

improve the recovery of all p.-. z meters Lance such a test would not simulate

the desired condition, this decision was not made This might be reconsidered in

a future design. The collapsing of the space as p(61,62) increased not only

affected the theta estimates but also the discrimination estimates In the B data

sets, the structure of the latent space was recovered less well than in the A

data sets. In retrospect, combining corresponding A and B data sets prior to

analysis of the raw score vectors would provide a sample which more typically

represents the situation in which ESA. students would likely be placed and

would have allowed for better coverage of the 6162-space This might improve
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the estimation or some parameters and it would also eliminate the resr_ad,ng

problem.

The third issue is the dimensionality of the item space Twenty -six of
the items were unidimensional (pui tz on al) The remaining 78 were two-

dimensional, 52 requiring more ability on the first dimension for a correct

response, 26 requiring equal amounts of both abilities The latent structure of

the data was more ccmplex than a two-dimensional test composed of two sets of

unidimensional items There were serious concerns with respect to the recovery

of the item space, the most serious being the apparent dominance of a2 over al,

or az over al . The poor recovery of the discrimination parameters also affected

recovery of the difficulty and ability parameters. The item space seemed to

become somewhat unidimensional The estimates of the ais were more alike and

the size of the ct1 angles moved towards 45° with .12 becoming dominant. Since

the range of a2 was greater than that of al, this could have affected the

dominance of az over al

Interpretation of parameter estimates appears to depend on the model,

p(61,62), and the characteristics of the data set There is every indication from

the results of this research that there are indeed three components of

multidimensionality (subject dimensionality, test dimensionality, and the

interaction of the two) as suggested by McKinley and Reckase (1984) Although

the population may be multidimensional, if the test is largely unicipnensionai,

resulting scores may tend to unidimensionality as well It may be expecting too

much of the model and MIRTE to have better recovery of the parameters relating

to the second dimension when few items measured that dimension and when the

populations in the B data sets were low on ability in the second dimension

Several questions remain at the conclusion of this research which suggest

future studies. These are summarized briefly.



Are the results affected by tne estimation procedures and/or the model

chosen? Replication of the research using different models (perhaps the M3P1.

rnriel of Bogan and Yen (1983% or a noncompensatory model) would indicate to

what extent model choice atfected results. Inclusion of a guessing parameter in

the model would provide additional information A more recent version of

MIRTE allows for inclusion of the c-parameter

It would be usef ui as well to estimate item parameters only while holding

the given ability parameters fixed and vice versa to determine further the

efficiency of the MIP.TE program These results could be compared with those

obtained when item and ability parameters are simultaneously estimated

Presumably both item and ability parameters would be better estimated.

However, one could study the effects of each oy varying the other parameters,

i.e , specifying different conditions for item parameters in order to determine the

effects on the ability estimates and vice versa.

Corresponding A and B data sets could be combined in order to present the

ESL-type group in a large sample of wider variability more typical of a real life

situation This should solve some of tne resealing and space problems

The test design might be altered to allow for better distribution of the

discrimination parameters. The discrimination and difficulty parameters might

be randomly generated to cover the space The test would then not simulate the

condition that it primarily measure one of the two dimensions However,

valuable information might be gained on parameter recovery

It would be useful to determine how well the ability dimensions were

recovered at different o bility levels rather than just at the mean level of ability

although the standard errors, average absolute deviations, and correlations do

give some indication of overall recovery This could be ascertained by looking at

the 8- vectors in different sections of the 9182-space and comparing the original
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(e1,e2) with its estimate It would also be useful to know how influential the

second ability dimension became as the items required more of this ability for a

orrect response.

Another area of interest is that of item difficulty Further analysis of

the examinee results on easy versus difficult items at different ability levels

would provide useful information for test builders.

A test with a wider range of discrimination values could determine how

discrimination values affect recovery of item and ability parameters Analysis

of discrimination parameter recovery in different areas of the ability space

could also be useful. Providing more items requiring both dimensions and some

items pure on both dimensions would provide some indication of how the

discrimination values need to be chosen to improve estimates. The poor

recovery of the discrimination parameters is a cause for concern.

This research study provides encouraging results for those working in

multidimensional item response theory An important finding is the capability

of MIRTE to retain the structure of the data and the people. Although there was

some tendency to collapse the latent space as o(e1,e2) increased, estimates

provided by MIRTE recovered two dimensions It would be ludicious to further

develop estimation programs so that rotational solutions could be produced

which might alleviate the tendency to collapse a tao-dimensional space as the

correlation between the dimensions increases
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